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December 18th 2010:Dr. Asma B. Omer Universal Success |
Proprietor
Tired of running fast and barely keeping up? Wondering if
you'll ever have enough time to achieve what you want in life?
Struggling to overcome procrastination or change negative
patterns? The Success Diary is an innovative activity
management tool, designed to help absolutely anyone
achieve their goals by setting day-to-day targets. Built upon a
proven success recipe, The Success Diary will help you to
develop the habits of very successful people! Dr. Omer
created The Success Diary following a coaching and
mentoring program by the World's most renowned Success
teachers, coaches and motivators
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Gia Heller
By day Gia is a successful agent currently hanging her license with Geneva Real
Estate, by night she's the President and Founder of Arizona Women & Arizona Men
Networking! AWN & AMN are grousp consisting of professional business owners in
Phoenix and Tucson which make up our Business Directory. Gia's goal is to offer
services, products and recommendations throughout the Arizona Valley. The focus of
our group is to offer an Arizona Business Directory to our users by using Search Engine
Optimization and Social Networking marketing methods. Statistics show that your
prospective clients will choose from service providers they are "connected" to in their
social media profile. If you are not
Read more

Asma B. Omer
Tired of running fast and barely keeping up? Wondering if you'll ever have enough time
to achieve what you want in life? Struggling to overcome procrastination or change
negative patterns? The Success Diary is an innovative activity management tool,
designed to help absolutely anyone achieve their goals by setting day-to-day targets.
Built upon a proven success recipe, The Success Diary will help you to develop the
habits of very successful people! Dr. Omer created The Success Diary following a
coaching and mentoring program by the World's most renowned Success teachers,
coaches and motivators."Take Action, Change Your Results!" She is a highly qualified
professional and expert in her field
Read more

Guest Image

Donna Newman
What to learn how to convert your marketing dollars into bottom-line value using social
media tools? Let Donna, Social Media Maven, show you how! Social Media is a
powerful platform to connect with quality, like-minded professionals, find joint venture
partners, attract TOP paying clients, gain media attention & instant visibility, and
establish yourself as THE expert in your field! With clients increasingly stringent ROI
demands, Donna's Social Media Agency turns out high-quality work in short time and
gives you skills-based coaching to help you grow your business! Connect to Donna at
602.788.2007 | www.webuildyoursocialmedia.com
Read more
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